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**New Agent Development Logbooks**

**and**

**Intelligence Analyst (IA) Logbooks**

1. **New Agent Development Logbooks**

   The New Agent Development Logbooks contain a checklist of required core skill experiences and training topics. These logbooks are maintained throughout the agent’s development program to document the completion of experiences, curriculum, and appraisal.

   Typically, these records are retained by field offices and are managed in hard copy and/or through Info Path, in which case the records are retained electronically.

   Disposition: TEMPORARY Cut off at the end of the calendar year in which the program was completed. Delete/Destroy one year after cutoff.

2. **Intelligence Analyst (IA) Logbooks**

   Currently, use of the Intelligence Analyst (IA) Logbooks is mandatory for new hires but optional for the FBI's existing IAs. The purpose of the IA Logbook is to record the types of training and experiences of the IAs as a basis of development. These logbooks contain a checklist of required core skill experiences and training topics. Entries are initialed by a trainer or supervisor, but no qualitative remarks or notations are made in the IA Logbook.

   Currently, these records are managed in hard copy, but it is planned for the records to be maintained through Info Path, in which case the records will be retained electronically.

   Disposition: TEMPORARY Cut off at the end of the calendar year in which the program was completed or when a logbook has been inactive for at least one year, whichever is sooner. Delete/Destroy one year after cutoff.